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INTRODUCTION
The 20th century is marked by one large-scale event after another and
their human consequences. As a child of World War II, these consequences have long intrigued me. They also directed my attention to the
family. Whether expressed in terms of long-run trends or an economic
depression and world war, social change has profound implications for
people through its impact on family relationships, structures, and interactions. In this research problem, family life becomes a bridge between the
macro-changes of society and the experiences and life chances of individuals. A second type of research problem has focused my attention on
the family as a matrix of relationships, a matrix in which members' lives are
embedded and regulated across the life span and generations. Individual
lives are linked to other lives through family and intergenerational ties.
Across the 1960s and early 1970s, I viewed these questions from a
perspective on socialization. But like much of social psychology, this
theoretical framework captures influences at a point in time. It does not
address the changes that take place in society, in community and family,
and in the lives of individuals. From this point to the mid-1970s, I gradually shifted my theoretical perspective toward the life course.1 This
conceptual transition coincided with the theoretical and empirical tasks
of following children from the early 1930s to mid-life. Publication of
Children of the Great Depression (Elder, 1974, 1999) marked the beginning of this new stage of work, as later expressed in Life Course Dy@2001by TheHaworthPress,Inc. All rightsreserved.
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namics (Elder, 1985a), Children in Time and Place (Elder, Modell, &
Parke, 1993), and Children of the Land (Elder & Conger, 2000).

Time, process,and context areanalytic themesthatjoin the two problem foci (on linking social changeand individuals, and on linked lives
over time) in a framework that hasbecomeknown as life coursetheory
(Elder, 1992, 1998a).Life courseideas and theory emergedduring the
1960sand 70s as longitudinal studiesaddressedthreechallenging questions. As they followed children out of childhood and into the adult
years(the I 960s), they had to come up with ways of thinking about the
evolution of lives over the life spanand generations.How areindividual
lives socially organized,and how do they change?The study of people
over time raised the question of how changesin society made a differencein one's life trajectory. The realities of changinglives in changing
times called for a way of connecting the two sets of changes.A third
task centeredon the formulation of developmentalor aging concepts
and mechanismsthat apply acrossthe life span.Theseinclude concepts
of cumulative advantageand disadvantage,turning points, life trajectory, and transition.
I have organized this short autobiographical essay around four
themes,beginning with "Early Influences" and my initial preoccupation with socialization. This is followed by "Observing Families and
Lives Over Time," a life stagedevotedto the developmentof Children
of the Great Depression and the project's influence on my thinking
about family and the life course. This work becamea platform from
which to launch new studiesof family and life coursein changingtimes.
I underscoredistinctive features of this professional stage under the
theme"Studying Social Changein the Life Course" andclose with "Reflections."
EARLY INFLUENCES
My undergraduateyearsat PennStateUniversity (1952-57)involved
an intellectual journey from the biological sciences and agriculture
through philosophy to the social sciences.Though born and reared in
Cleveland,Ohio, I endedup on a dairy farm in northeasternPennsylvania at the beginning of high school after my father had carried out a
life-long dream-acquiring his own farm. A fascination with this new
world of agriculture led me to Penn StateUniversity and its School of
Agriculture, though issuesof social scienceeventually capturedmy attention.
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I remember meeting with the kindly Dean of Agriculture about my
"smorgasbord"curriculum, and he suggestedthat I call it "general agriculture," JessieBernardtaught the only classI had in sociology, and she
encouragedmy interest in family studies. Other coursesat the graduate-undergraduatelevel were in social psychology, as taught by psychologists. The influence of Theodore Newcomb and Muzafir Sherif
promptedme to think about links betweenpeople and their groups,such
as reference group attachmentsand orientations. Social and personal
changeare vividly expressedin theseexperiencesand in my early years
in the fully mobilized city of Cleveland during World War II.
Curricular changesduring college left me uncertain about future directions,but I pursuedan interim assignmenton the Dean of Men's staff
at Kent StateUniversity in Kent, locatedjust below Cleveland and its
suburbs.The Dean of Men, Glen Nygreen, had receivedhis PhD in Sociology at the University of Washington under Charles Bowerman, a
family sociologist who was trained by Ernest Burgessat the University
of Chicago.With the Dean's encouragement,I choseto work on an MA
thesisconcerning social changeand family ties, the changingreference
orientations of studentswho enter col1egefrom large and small towns.
This researchand my indirect ties to CharlesBowerman madethe University of North Carolina especially attractive to me as a program for
doctoral work. Bowerman hadjust acceptedan appointmentas chair of
the Departmentof Sociology (1958-in the family field, Bowerman replaced ReubenHill, who had taken a position at the University of Minnesota), and he had received a large NIMH grant to study the
parent-peer orientations of adolescents. I enthusiastical1yaccepted
Bowerman's offer of a researchassistantshipin the summerof 1958.
In many respects,the ideasin this project reflected postwar developments that segregatedchildren from adults and established fertile
ground for the peer group as a countervailing influence to the family.
After World War II, an increasingproportion of youths from all strata
were enrolled in high school. And demographicforces transformedthe
landscapeof schooling as the "baby boom" becamea student surplus.
With school time and peersgaining prominence in the lives of youths,
the family's role becamemore problematic to many. This theme appears in David Riesman's The Lonely Crowd (1950) and in James
Coleman's TheAdolescentSociety (1961). Many of the questionsused
in Coleman's 1957 study were included in the Bowerman project, despite a substantialdifference in perspectiveand objectives.Colemaninterpretedhis data as providing support for a view of the peer group as
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isolatedfrom the adult community and as an adversarialforce vis-a-vis,
the family in the lives of young people.
The parent-peerstudyestablishedan "intellectual and social community" acrossmy five yearsof doctoral and postdoctoralwork (the latter
supportedby an NIMH fellowship), with an emphasison socialization
as a link between social structure and personality. The survey was
plannedas a school-basedstudy of adolescentparent-peerorientations
from the 7th through the 12thgrade.During the spring of 1960,survey
data were collected from 20,000 adolescents in Ohio and in the
Piedmont region of North Carolina. The design called for the study of
three orientations (affectional, associational,and value) using the adolescent's report on relations to mother, father, and best friends (see
Bowerman & Kinch, 1959). This approachenabled Bowerman to assessthe potential differentiation of adolescentparent-peerorientations.
In this manner, the adolescentproject challenged the "either-or" account of transitions to adulthood-that youths develop an oppositional
culture or follow a pathway of normative continuity into adulthood.
My dissertationfocused on the interrelationship of family structure,
interactive processes,and adolescentorientations. Well before Diana
Baumrind (1975) investigated authoritarian, authoritative, and democratic patternsof childrearing, Bowerman's project collected information on thesesocial structures,as perceived by adolescents(seeElder,
1962a, 1962b, 1963; Bowerman & Elder, 1964). The unidirectional
structures(autocraticand authoritarian) were associatedwith low levels
of perceivedparentalwarmth, the lack of explanation,and weak adolescent orientationstoward parents.Theseyoung people were more likely
to be involved in peer groups of an adversarialtype. More democratic
and permissive structureswere associatedwith greaterperceived support from parentsandexplanation.Consistentwith Baumrind' s authoritative control, adolescentself-direction under parental control became
lessrestrictive over time, and parentalexplorations defined a pattern of
independencesocialization that produced high levels of orientation toward parentsin affection, values,and activities. Parentsand peerswere
more often allies in this family environment. The dissertation and
post-doctoralstudieswere published underthe title of Family Structure
and Socialization (Elder, 1980) in an Arno Pressseriesunder the direction of Robert K. Merton.
A preoccupationwith issuesof changerepresentsa defining themeof
The AdolescentProject. The changing social position of youths shaped
many of the study's concerns;the separationof young people from pa-
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rental influence, and the accentuation of separate worlds as youths
move toward the adult years. However, the study did not address relevant aspects of historical or developmental change, or their interrelationship. Available theory and research models were largely ahistorical,
and the cross-sectional design did not permit actual study of family relationships and individual development over time.
As I completed my dissertation and moved into a one-year postdoctoral fellowship, sociologists were beginning to think about such matters. I encountered a little book with a very big message. In The
Sociological Imagination, C. Wright Mills proposed the "study of biography, of history, and of the problems of their intersection within social
structure" as an orienting concept in the behavioral sciences(1959, p. 149).
However, we were still years away from working models that would
bring this kind of study to life. Little did I know that my first career appointment, at the University of California-Berkeley, would give me a
chance to work on such problems.
During my search for job opportunities (1961-62), Bowerman arranged an interview at Chapel Hill with John Clausen, a distinguished
sociologist who had just become the new director of the Institute of Human Development at Berkeley. Bowerman and Clausen were longtime
friends, dating back to prewar graduate studies at the University of Chicago. In retrospect, the job interview ensured a lasting imprint of the
early Chicago School of Sociology on my work (see Abbott, 1999). As
mentor, Bowerman strengthened my investment in family studies with
a Burgess perspective on the family, as a "unity of interacting personalities." After I accepted Clausen's offer (a joint appointment in the Department of Sociology and the Institute of Human Development), I
began to value the study of individual lives, as John had from research
at the Chicago Institute of Juvenile Research. Even more importantly,
the longitudinal samples at the Institute challenged me to think offamilies and individuals over time. With rich archival data over nearly 30
years, I could see family life in the experience of individuals, and the
role of individual lives in family experience. These impressions had a
lasting imprint on my studies of families and the life course.

OBSERVING

FAMILIES

AND LIVES OVER TIME

My transition to Berkeley, the Institute of Human Development and
the Department of Sociology at the University of California, occurred at
a momentous time for the social and behavioral sciences on the campus
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and more generally.And it placedme on a new life trajectory basedon a
deeperconsideration of the large-scalechangesin human society and
the longitudinal study of people over many years in changing worlds.
Establishedin the 1950sunder the leadershipof Herbert Blumer, the
Berkeley Departmentof Sociology quickly becamea magnetfor distinguishedsenior faculty. When I arrived in the late summerof 1962,this
faculty included Kingsley Davis, Reinhard Bendix, Seymour Martin
Lipset, Philip Selznick, Erving Goffman, Neil Smelser,John Clausen,
Herbert Blumer, Martin Trow, CharlesGlock, David Matza, and Hanan
Selvin, among others. Harold Wilensky joined the faculty a year later
and becamean important sourceof ideasin my thinking about families
and lives over time. Psychologywas likewise staffed with many leading
figures in the field, and the Institute of Human Development had become a pioneering institution in the study of human developmentfrom
early childhood into the middle yearswith its threelong-term longitudinal studies.
With ajoint appointmentin Sociology and at the Institute, I hada rare
opportunity to bring both sociological and psychological models to my
research.My assignmentat the Institute entailed the coding of life history interview dataon all membersof the OaklandGrowth Study (membersborn in 1920-21).At the time, I did not fully anticipatethe dramatic
contrastbetweenthe cross-sectionalAdolescent Study (resemblingthe
storied Platte River, "a mile wide and an inch deep") and 30 years or
more of dataon families and lives. Survey work blinded me to the temporal thinking and questions that are appropriate for longitudinal research.The three studies at the Institute (in addition to Oakland, the
BerkeleyGuidanceStudy, and the Berkeley Growth Study) amountedto
a sampleof more than 500 people (Eichorn, Clausen,Haan, Honzik, &
Mussen, 1981). The Oakland Study (N

= 167) obtained annual informa-

tion from Study members,mothers, and peers from 1931-32 through
1936-38, and then in the mid-1950s, 1960, and 1965. Observational
data were available on peer interactions.Building upon thesewavesof
data,I worked with staff to constructlife recordsin different areas,such
as family, career,and health.
My experiencewith the Oakland archive was shapedby observations
that reinforced a more temporal approach to families and lives. The
most dramaticexamplehad to do with the ever-changingcircumstances
of families in the Great Depression.I soon realized that static concepts
of family SESand the division of labor would not capturethe realities of
changingfamilies. This is when I beganto think of the division of labor
in a processualfamily economy. Family adaptationsto income loss be-
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camea processby which families constructedtheir own life course.One
setof adaptationsentailed a shift in the family economy from capital to
labor-intensiveactivity.
Theseconceptualchangeswere the initial stepsin launching a study
of "Children of the Great Depression." The observationof,family patterns over time also provided insights concerning the underlying economic forces that prompted new adaptations and structures. Such
observationsalso prompted more thought about how to conceptualize
individual lives. Two perspectiveswere available at the time, careerand
life cycle, and neither proved satisfactory (Elder, 1998a, 1998b). The
careermodel dealt with single careersand thus oversimplified the lives
of people who were coping with multiple roles at the sametime. The
conceptof life cycle proved a role theoretical accountof role sequences
and linked lives, but it did not locate peopleaccordingto their life stage
or historical context. And it did not view roles in terms of their time of
entry and exit.
To correct theselimitations, I addedto the life cycle model of role relationshipsthe varied meaningsof age,historical and social, in developing an approachto the Oakland study. Neither perspectivewas adequate
by itself. Linked relationshipsin the life cycle enabledme to understand
how economic hardship influenced children through the family. And it
proved helpful in thinking about socialization and the sequentialroles
of adult life. But agedistinctions were required to place families in history and to mark the transitions of adult life. The meanings of age
brought temporality to the project.
In the late 1960s,I was invited to return to the University of North
Carolina at ChapelHill, and I brought with me a draft of Children of the
Great Depression as we]] as essentialdata files. Following additional
editorial work, the book was acceptedfor publication by the University
of Chicago Press,with publication scheduledfor 1974.Four theoretical
principles of life coursetheory emergedfrom the study (Elder, 1998a).
Born in .1920-21,the Oakland study membersenteredchildhood during this prosperoustime, andthenencounteredfamily hardshipsasyoung
adolescentsthrough the misfortunesof their parentsand relatives.Their
historical time placedthem at risk of this deprivationalevent.Somewere
exposedto severedeprivationsthrough the family, whereasothersmanagedto avoid them altogether.Thesecontrastingexperiences,deprived
and nondeprived,produced an "experiment in nature" with empirical
findings that affirm the principle of ( 1) historical time and place: that the
life course of individuals is embedded in and shaped by the historical
times and places they experience over their lifetime.
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Within their lifetime, the Oakland Study membersencountereddifferencesin the temporal order of major events.Somemarried early and
otherslate.Early marriagetendedto generatea cumulation of life disadvantages,suchaseconomic difficulties and the loss of advancededucation. Whether early or late, the timing of life transitionsproved to have
long-term consequencesthrough their effects on subsequenteventsand
choices. The principle of (2) timing in lives asserts that: the developmental antecedentsand consequencesof life transitions, events,and behavior patterns vary according to their timing in a person's life.
Historical and individual experiencesare connectedthrough the family andthe interdependentfatesof its members.Fatesare sharedthrough
family relationships. For example, economic hardship tended to increasethe explosivenessof men who were inclined toward irritability.
Thus, the more explosive they becameunder mounting economicpressures,the more adverselyit affected the quality of marital relations and
parenting. Theseobservationssupport the principle of (3) linked lives:
individual lives are lived interdependently,and social-historical influencesare expressedthrough this network of shared relationships.
Lastly, the economic collapseof the 30s brings to mind a "world out
of control," and the Oakland families often worked out successfulresponsesin dire circumstances.Parentsand their children madechoices
and many engagedin effective survival strategieswithin available options and limitations. Thesebehaviorsareexpressionsof humanagency.
The principle of (4) human agency states that: individuals construct
their own life course through the choices and actions they take within
the opportunities and constraints of history and social circumstances.
In this manner,empirical observationsfrom the study illustrate core
principles of life coursetheory. I usethe term "theory" to refer to a theoretical orientation and framework (seeMerton, t 968). Life coursetheory defines a common field of inquiry by providing a framework on
mattersof problem identification and conceptualdevelopment.In terms
of theory, the empirical findings of this work did not support a life outcome of cumulative disadvantagefrom Depressionhardship. Whether
deprived in the middle or working class,the Oakland men and women
typically fared well in their adult years. The concept of turning point
better fits their life course.Three influences played a role in this turnaround-advancededucation, marriage, and, especially, military service.
This next phaseof my career moved beyond Children of the Great
Depressionin a number of respects.First, responsesto the book called
for clarifications and elaborationsof life coursedistinctions, and broad-
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ened my cross-disciplinary contacts in history (Elder, 1977, 1978;
Hareven, 1978)and developmentalpsychology (Elder, I 998b). Second,
questionsof generality arose.Are the findings from this study likely to
generalizeto other birth cohorts, and to other times and places?Theories of cohort differentiation led me to expect little generalization
acrosstime and place. The issue of generalizability was addressedby
comparing the Oakland cohort with a younger cohort, the Berkeley
Guidance'sample,with birth yearsof 1928-29;and by exploring the impactof economichardshipin the contemporaryworld of inner-city Philadelphia (Furstenberg, Cook, Eccles, Elder, & Sameroff, 1999) and
rural Iowa (Conger & Elder, 1994). Third, we had to explain how so
many men and women from the Oaklandcohort fared aswell asthey did
in life, given their economic disadvantage.What were the key wrning
points?
STUDYING SOCIAL CHANGE IN THE LIFE COURSE
Children of the Great Depression generatedconsi~erable interest
among developmental psychologists and social historians. Psychologists saw the work as an effort to place developmentalprocessesin ~ontext (see Bronfenbrenner, 1977, 1979), while a small group of young
social historiansfound the perspectiveof life coursean appealingalternative to that of the life cycle. I met with somehistorians in Boston during the winter of 1975,and this meeting (organizedby TamaraHareven
of Clark University) led to a seriesof workshopsand afull week conferenceon the life courseduring the summerof 1976 at Williams College.
Harevenand her colleaguessaw the life courseas a more dynamic theory of family changeand adaptationthan family cycle models, largely
through its attention to historical time and social timing. The Williams
College conference applied life course theory to 1880 censusdata on
Essex County, Massachusetts.The resulting papers have been published in Hareven's Transitions: TheFamily and Life Coursein Historical Perspective(1978). In 1976,Hareven becamethe first editor of the
Journal of Family History and actively encouragedthe publication of
life coursestudies.
Another important step to elaborateand apply life course theory to
families and individual lives occurredin 1977when I was invited to join
the new Social Science ResearchCouncil Committee on Life Course
Perspectiveson Human Development, with its multidisciplinary membership (including psychologistsPaul Baltesand M. BrewsterSmith-see
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Elder, 1985).This committee, initially chaired by Matilda Riley, continued into the mid-l 980s with a shift toward child development(psychologists included Mavis Hetherington, Ross Parke, Judy Dunn, and
Martin Seligman).The meetingswere frequently organizedaround the
investigationof life coursequestionswith longitudinal datasets,suchas
the Panel Study of Income Dynamics and the Framingham Study.
In the 1980s, an important project sponsored by the Committee
brought historians and developmentaliststogether around life course
themes by pairing them on individual studies. Each discipline had
something different to offer. Historians brought a contextual understanding to the endeavor; whereas, developmentalistsshed light on
biobehavioralprocessesacrossthe life span,somethinghistoriansknew
little about. The project was published as Children in Time and Place
(Elder, Modell, & Parke, 1993).Legaciesof the Committee's labors included a greater appreciationof the developmentaland aging implications of the life course,and of historical constraintson development.
In the courseof working on Children of the Great Depression,I became increasingly aware of the needfor a comparativecohort in order
to place the empirical results in context. After the book was published,
this necessitygainedmore importancein my mind, asdid the needto ascertain how the SecondWorld War affected the men and women who
grew up in the Great Depression.Children told the story of this Depression childhood and its legacy, but it completely failed to explore the implications of World War II and the Korean War. Over 90 percentof the
Oakland men served in World War II, and nearly three-fourths of the
Berkeley GuidanceStudy men also servedin the military. After exploring the comparative cohort plan, I settled on the Berkeley Guidance
sampleas the very bestoption. The sampleincluded 214 boys and girls
who were born in 1928-29.The study memberswere followed up across
childhood, adolescentyears, and the middle years.
Work on the Berkeley Guidance Study archive occurred during a
sabbaticalyear in 1972-73, and it led to the unsurprising finding that
membersof this younger birth cohort were more adverselyinfluenced
by prolonged exposureto the Depression'shardship, than membersof
the Oakland cohort. This negative impact was most evident among the
boys. Yet despitethis disadvantage,it did not persist beyond the ageof
40 or so, owing largely to turning point experiencesin the military, especially during the SecondWorld War. In both cohorts, men who entered the military at an early stagewere most likely to benefit, more so
than men who enteredlate (Elder, 1986, 1987).Early entry minimized
life disruption and openedup the opportunity for educational benefits
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on the GI bill. Later entry (32 yearsor more) tendedto increaselife disadvantage,such as the risk of divorce and worklife disruptions, as revealed in another California cohort (Pavalko & Elder, 1990; Elder,
Shanahan,& Clipp, 1994).Other samplesand analyseshave produced
comparablefindings (Sampson& Laub, 1996).The SecondWorld War
also opened up job and educational opportunities for young women
who had grown up in the 30s, and, when coupled with marriage, they
frequently defined an escaperoute from Depressionhard times.
Military duty and wartime service illustrate the role of the state in
shapingthe life coursethrough manpowerpolicies (Mayer, 1986).Another effort to examine this role took me to Shanghaiand a life course
study of the Cultural Revolution in the People's Republic of China,just
prior to the crisis of TiananmenSquare(Elder, W u, & Yuan, 1993).In
collaboration with the Institute of Sociology (ShanghaiUniversity) and
the Carolina Population Center at Chapel Hill, we used retrospective
life history methodsin a survey of 1,300 adults in Shanghaiduring the
winter and spring of 1987-88. Among urban young people who were
sent to peasantcommunities, the disruptive forces and sanctionsof the
forced migration led to the postponementof family eventsand to some
lossesof educationand careerprospects.Sincelongitudinal samplesare
not availablein developing societies,this study demonstratedthe potential of using retrospectivelife history techniquesfor recovering knowledgeabout the enduring effects of prior events.
Each of thesestudiesenabledmen to apply life coursetheory to different types of social changeand to usethe results to refine the conceptual approach.I continued this method of extending life course theory
through different applications when I returned to the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 1984as the Howard W. Odum DistinguishedProfessorof Sociology. I hadjust spentseveralyearsat the new
Boys Town Center for Studies of Youth and Families (Omaha, Nebraska), and five years as Urie Bronfenbrenner's colleague at Cornell
University.
Entirely new projects capturedmy attention.When hard times visited
the rural midwest in the 80s with a sudden collapse of land values, I
joined an Iowa Stateresearchteam headedby Rand Conger on a panel
study of economic hardship and its effects with over 450 farm and
nonfarm families. Focusedon the north central region of the state,the
study drew upon elementsof my earlier Depressionstudy to trace economic hardship through families processesto the lives of parents and
children (Conger & Elder, 1994).Indebtedness,income loss, and unstable work increasedthe felt economic pressuresof Iowa families, and
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also increasedthe likelihood of parentalemotional distressand marital
negativity. These conditions tended to undermine effective parenting
and the developmentalcompetenceof young people.
But many factors counteredsuchcumulative adversities,including a
web of social relationships linking family membersand the household
to community institutions. These social connectionsare most evident
among families with some ties to agriculture, despite their economic
distress.The developmentaland protective influence of these"connections" is reportedin a forthcoming book, Chi.idrenof the Land (Elder &
Conger,in press),along with insights gainedfrom the ways thesefamilies managedthe risks and options of their children beyond the household. This life course study over seven years (from 7th grade to
completion of high school) underscoredthe importanceof investigating
whether and how families are linked to the outside world.
Paired with the Iowa Youth and Families Project was a project in inner-city Philadelphia,alsofocusedon how parentsmanagethe risks and
options of their children (ages 11-14), this time in dangerousenvironments. Directed by Frank Furstenberg (with Cook, Eccles, Elder, &
Sameroff, 1999), this study found that family resourcesand strategies
proved to be more potent in fostering successfuloutcomesin young people (in academicachievement,social involvement,emotionalhealth,and
the avoidanceof problem behavior). There were greater differences
within particular neighborhoods, among families and children, than
therewere betweenthem. As in the Iowa study, involved parentstended
to havechildren who were actively engagedin school clubs and sports.
They were also likely to do better academically.
The MacArthur Network on Successful Adolescent Development
amongYouth in High-Risk Settingssupportedboth the Iowa and Philadelphia studiesandenabledus to investigatesimilar family processesin
thesedifferent settings.Thus, we found community ties and their developmentalbenefits in both rural communities and in the inner city. However, such ties are more common in a rural community, and they are
more supportedby other social forces. Both studiesaffirm the developmental influence of "linked lives" betweenthe family and other groups
in the community. The social ecology of families representsa powerful
force in the lives of children, whateverthe external dangeror risk.
REFLECTIONS
The last half of the 20th century has witnesseda number of intellectual transitions that are expressedin the path I have followed in sociol-
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ogy and the behavioral sciences.Theseinclude the increasingtendency
to view behavior andcollective life in context; to bring an historical perspective to all problems; and to appreciatethe temporality of families
andof people's lives. For reasonsthat are not easyto identify, I have always beenchallengedby the powerful implications of a changing society for people's lives, a topic that was neglectedat the time I entered
graduateschool. Sociologists had little to contribute to an understanding of social change.
Nevertheless,a changeful time should direct at least some attention
to the consequencesin people's lives, especially with the advantageof
longitudinal data. I began to discover valuable insights about theseeffects by focusing on the family in the Great Depression,drawing from
the tradition of social interactionism and socialization studies. Hard
times were expressedin different ways through family adaptations,
such as changingthe family economy to a more labor intensive system.
By studying changinglives in changingtimes, I gradually assembledelementsof a life courseframework or theoreticalorientation, incorporating socialization issueswithin this broaderframe. With the assistanceof
talented colleagues and students, my studies of other social changes
also fostered an elaboration of this perspective,such as manpowermobilization in World War II and rural economic change.
My professionaljourney in the study of families and lives might well
havetakena different coursewithout accessto the pioneering longitudinal studies.The growth of longitudinal dataarchivesis truly remarkable
in the social and behavioral sciences,and studies basedon them have
profoundly influenced my thinking about families and their members.
In many cases,I have taken longitudinal data that were collected for
other purposesand recastthem to fit the new questionsI wanted to address.2In other casesI collected data explicitly for the purposesof assessingthese questions. In either case, new data collection methods
(suchas retrospectivelife calendars)were neededto addresslife course
questionson family dynamics and continuity.
Today life course studies are helping to locate people in a matrix of
age-graded,family relationships, and to place families in the social
structures, cultures, and populations of time and place.3The studies
have brought time and temporality to an understandingof individual
lives and families. In various ways, both large and small, this line of
work is serving to counter what Robert Nisbet (1969, ch. 8) once called
the "timeless realm of the abstract."
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]. This transition is discussedin my ErnestBurgesslecture (Elder, ] 981a), in an essay critical of the temporal limitations of the socia] structure and personality framework (Elder, ]98]b), and most extensively in my Cooley-Mead addresspublished in
1994. A biographical account of the longitudinal studies and their influences on my
thinking is reported in a paper tor the Landmark Studies Conterence of the Henry
Murray ResearchCenter (Elder, in press).
2. Our methodstor "recasting" dataarchivesto meetthe needsof a new type of question are reportedby Elder, Pavalko,and Clipp (]993) in Working with Archival Data. A
generalanthology of lite coursemethodshasbeenedited by Giele and Elder (1998).
3. Anne Colby (Giele and Elder, 1998,p. viii) reters to "the tremendousimpact on
social sciencethat the lite courseapproachhashad in the pastthree decades."Sheconcludesthat "the establishmentof this approach. . . is one of the most important achievementsof social sciencein the secondhalf of the 20th century" (p. x).
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